Lift A Song Of Cheer

1. When the shadows deep, Lift your voice in song; Right will surely triumph over sin and wrong; Clouds will soon be scattered, All the sky will clear; Trusting in the Savior, Lift a song of cheer.

2. When some burden heavy You are call’d to bear, When the way is dreary Which your feet must fare, When some dark tomorrow Fills your heart with fear, Trusting in the Savior, Lift a song of cheer.

3. When you near the valley Where we all must go, When you hear the footsteps Of the last dread foe; When life’s day is over And the end is near, Trusting in the Savior, Lift a song of cheer.

Chorus

Savior, Lift a song of cheer. Trusting in the Savior, Lift a song of cheer, He will never fail you, Banish every fear; When the days are gloomy, When the nights are long, Trusting in the Savior, Fills the heart with song.

Words: George O. Webster
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